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Video Tape 

inquiry was made of WFAA-TV, Dallas, for the price of duplicating 
video tape. They advised the cost to he $250 an hour for the tane 
and $100 an hour for the machine and operator. The total cost for 
duplicating video tape would he $350 an hour. 

As instructed by Mr. Steam of the President's Commission, I obtained 
an inventory from WFAA-TV of the contents of their video tape and a 
copy is included with this memorandum. WFAA made a charge of $15 for 

duplicating this report. They will bill the President's Commission 
direct for the cost. 

KRriD-TV was contacted about the price of reproducing their video tape. 
Tiiey aavised that it wound oe approximately $315 an hour for the tape. 
They said they normally charge $lo0 an hour for duplicating the tape, 
OUT would not charge The President's Commission any duplicating charges, 
only the price of the tape. 

KTLLD-TV does not have a complete inventory of the contents of their 
vic.ec tape, however, they are in the process of making one and it will 
be completed and forwarded within a few days. 

stated tnat tney nave approximately 27 hours of video tape on 
hand ana indicated that a good deal of it was of the activity in the 
hail at the Dallas Police' Department. 

WlAy-TV aavised that they have video tape containing the following: 

Oswald shooting; EBC News reenacument of Oswald's shooting; Doctors 
JOUU CSWC 

cmex curry reference charges; eue. on Oswald; Tippiut funeral. 

WB.-vr-TV advised that they will hold this tape for us until the President' 

Commission makes a determination if 
dees not want a copy of i 

uiiey want a copy of it. if the Commission 
may plan to erase it and use it over again. 

KTVf-TV advises that they do not have any video tape. 
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